LED lamp

WORKSHOP FURNITURE

z LED lamp 16W

NEW

This light on an articulated arm is both variable and functional due to
its 3D tiltable head.
■ Its LED technology and colour temperature (5000k neutral white)
ensures you will have an extremely well-lit working surface. Ideal
for precision work.
■ A touch button located on the top of the lamp allows you to easily
switch it on/off and adjust the brightness.
■ Finely adjustable arm.
■ 3D movement of the head
■ Light body in anodised aluminium and grey plastic
■ IP 20 protection rating
■ Head dimensions: 360 x 80 x 22.5 mm/14.17 x 3.14 x 0.88 Inch
■ Built-in supply block and wiring inside the arm for connection to the
mains supply.
551218

Variable 16W LED lamp on articulated
arm

15 days

Assembled

z LED lamp 18W

z Magnifying lamp

This swivel arm lamp is both robust and very precise for
room lighting. Thanks to its technical details, in particular
its construction entirely in metal, it offers significant guarantees in terms of investment safety.
The head-height 3D articulation, very intense light and
exceptional light quality ensure precise adjustments and
create new benchmarks in terms of ergonomics. Maintenance-free LED lighting offering powerful and uniform
light
■ Precision-adjustable arm and 3D movable head
■ 3D joints at the level of the head
■ Extremely resistant construction entirely in metal
■ Impact-proof diffuser and high protection index
■ Built-in power supply and inside-arm cable for connecting to network voltage
551201

18W 100/240V aluminium box on
articulated arm

15 days

The magnifying lamp is the solution for tasks demanding
detailed work on miniature parts. When at a production
workstation, you need to test or manufacture parts with
microscopic precision and have to have good visibility of
the details. The magnifying lamp has the perfect lens to
meet these demands – and with its 63 LEDs, it also offers
adequate lighting.
■ Maintenance-free LED lighting
■ Low-distortion magnification right to the edge
■ Stepless dimming
■ Reinforced plastic lens
■ Precision-adjustable flexible arm
■ Compact design

Assembled

551204

Ø 160 mm 3.5 diopters, 12W
100/240V with screw base, neutral white 5000K

15 days

Assembled

551206

Attaching table clip

15 days

Assembled
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